Dear Neighbor,

Your local Fire Safe Council is offering special address signs that are easy to find in the dark and under smokey conditions. Emergency services encourage residents to display house numbers on signs like these so police, fire, ambulance teams can locate your home quickly.

These signs have a reflective background and numbers that face one way or both ways. They are fire resistant, all metal with reflective-vinyl coating and should last a very long time.

Most of the cost goes to purchase materials. Delivery is donated by your neighbors. Any remaining funds will support local wildfire prevention education.

This is a win-win situation. Send $25 for the sign and $5 for the post. Here is what you get:

1. aluminum sign, 6”x18,” covered in green vinyl;
2. white 3” vinyl numbers on one or both sides;
3. steel post and mounting hardware; and
4. delivery to your door.

Please send questions to info@oakhillfiresafe.org

**To Order:** Enclose cash or make check payable to OHAFSC. Fill out the form and mail to:

Oak Hill Fire Safe Council  
P. O. Box 75  
Diamond Springs, CA. 95619

Mark your choices:

- [ ] $25 for sign  
- [ ] $5 for post  
- [ ] Vertical Numbers  
- [ ] Horizontal Numbers  
- [ ] Numbers on one side  
- [ ] Numbers on both sides

To order more than one, multiply payment and specify house numbers: